
This paper’s research project began as a third-year
intern project in the paper laboratory at Yale Center for
British Art and the Yale University Art Gallery (YUAG).
The effort to study American portrait silhouettes originat-
ed with a YUAG curator’s interest in silhouettes as a
possible addition to a planned exhibition of portrait minia-
tures. This, combined with the author’s interest in folk art
and the fact that silhouettes have been little studied from
a materials point of view, drove the project forward. Since
that time the collections at the Museum of Fine Arts,
Boston (MFAB); the Fogg Art Museum; and the American
Antiquarian Society have also been studied. American por-
trait silhouettes proved to be more than charming. The
history and diversity of silhouette manufacture was com-
pelling; silhouettes were made freehand and with tracing
devices, by amateurs and professional artists alike. The
issue of where these objects fit within the overall context
of portraiture was also of interest.

The term silhouette is well understood now, though
this was not always the case. Early designations included
“shade,” and “profile.” Lesser known names were: “minia-
ture cuttings,”1 “black profile,”2 “ s c i s s o r t y p e s , ”3

“ s k i a g r a m s , ”4 “ s h a d o w g r a p h s , ”5 “shadow portrait,”6 “ s h a d-
ow picture,”7 “black shade,”8 or simply “likeness,”9 Those
who cut silhouettes were sometimes called “profilists”.
Auguste Amant Constant Fidèle Edouart, the famous
French silhouettist, referred to himself as the “black shade
man” perhaps ironically as he detailed the disdain many
held for him after they learned of his trade but had yet to
see the excellent quality of his work.10

The name “silhouette” derives from the surname of an
eighteenth-century finance minister to Louis XV who, in
1757, lasted a mere eight months in his post due to his
financial conservatism.1 1 Etienne de Silhouette’s stringent
monetary tactics proved overwhelmingly unpopular and as
a result things that were considered miserly or simply cheap
became labeled as à la Silhouette. It is often suggested in the
literature that the connection with the art was further

cemented by Silhouette’s own penchant for cutting pro-
files as a hobby, though this may simply be folklore.

It is likely that Edouart purposefully popularized the
name “silhouette” when he came to England in 1829 from
Fr a n c e .1 2 He wanted to create the impression of something
new—he sought specifically to distinguish his work from
the popular “shade” which was often traced by machine, a
method he found crude and meritless.1 3 Even after the
term “silhouette” was introduced, “shade” did not go out
of fashion—Queen Victoria called her 1834 album a col-
lection of shades.14 In fact, Edouart reported in the 1830s
that once outside England’s urban areas, the name “sil-
houette” meant little to the people he encountered.15

The earliest known silhouette was probably of William
and Mary done by Elizabeth Pyburg in the late seven-
teenth-century England.1 6 During the eighteenth and
nineteenth centuries, there were numerous well-known
English silhouettists who usually painted their subjects
onto a variety of substrates such as ivory and plaster. These
artists include John Field, Isabella Robinson Beetham,
John Miers, and Charles Rosenberg. The most well-
known silhouettist of all was undoubtedly Fr e n c h - b o r n
Edouart, who worked in England and the United States.
The silhouette also flourished in other parts of Europe. In
Germany the artist Philipp Otto Runge made both paint-
ed and cut portrait bust silhouettes and paper cut-outs of
botanical specimens, animals, scenes, landscapes, and full
figures. The French artist Jean Huber cut intricate and
complex landscapes and historic and tableau scenes from
both paper and parchment. 

The history of the art is engaging, in part, because of
the diversity of the silhouettists themselves. These small
keepsakes were made by both professional artists and ama-
teurs. Some well-known dabblers included Johann
Wolfgang von Goethe,17 Hans Christian Anderson,18 and
Princess Elizabeth, daughter of King George III.19 There
were delicately cut silhouettes by trained artists such as
William Henry Brown, William Doyle, and Ra p h a e l l e
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Peale, the latter relying on a tracing device. Another
machine-aided silhouettist was Moses Williams, the ex-
slave of Charles Willson Peale, who ran a tracing machine
at the popular Philadelphia Peale museum. There were the
silhouettists such as Master Hubard, an untrained English
child prodigy, who masterfully cut silhouettes from the age
of thirteen “without the least aid from Drawing, Machine,
or any kind of outline.”20 Finally, there were the countless
unnamed ordinary people who cut or painted silhouettes of
their friends and loved ones. That members of the royalty,
scholars, anonymous amateurs, and learned and self- t a u g h t
artists were all making silhouettes speaks to the wide vari-
ety of types and skill levels encountered when studying
these objects. 

D E S C R I P T I O N

One goal of the project was to standardize the nomen-
clature that describes silhouettes. For the purposes of this

project, silhouettes that are drawn or painted (usually in
black) onto a substrate are called “silhouette” (fig. 1). Fo r
example, a bust painted in black ink on a piece of paper or
plaster falls into this category. “Hollow-cut silhouettes” refer
to silhouettes cut from a piece of paper, usually light col-
ored, so that the middle, the positive, drops away leaving the
negative, the outside of the image, which is then backed with
dark paper or fabric (fig. 2). Alternatively, those silhouettes in
which the image is cut from a dark material, usually black
p a p e r, and mounted onto a substrate, such as a heavy cream-
colored card, are called “cut-out silhouettes” (fig. 3).

Those objects that have evidence of having been traced
with a machine with graphite or a metal point are
described as “with graphite tracing” or “with stylus trac-
ing.” Silhouettes decorated with a gold or with inked-in
hair are described as “with” gold color or “with” black ink.
If the paper used is known to be painted or coated, or is
particularly matte or glossy, that information is also
i n c l u d e d .2 1
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Fig. 1. Example of a painted silhouette. John Miers (England,
1758-1821), Silhouette of a Man Facing Left (proper right). Black
watercolor or ink bust silhouette with gold color on plaster. Gift
of Helen Foster Osborne, Museum of Fine Arts, Boston,
1981.470. 

Fig. 2. Example of a hollow-cut silhouette. Peale Museum,
William Groth (?), facing left (proper right), c. 1802-10. Hollow-
cut bust silhouette from beige wove paper backed with black
shiny wove paper (mounted in album of silhouettes). Gift of
Azita Bina-Seibel and Elmar W, Seibel, Museum of Fine Arts,
Boston, 1999.238.9. 



Besides type and media, a third important facet of sil-
houette description is format. Silhouettes, like portrait
sculpture, are usually either busts or full-figure. Hollow-
cuts are always bust length whereas silhouettes and
cut-outs are found in both formats. There are “conversa-
tion piece” silhouettes which show a group, such as a
family, in a customary setting like a drawing room (fig. 4).
This type of scene was a popular painting format in the
eighteenth century. Conversation pieces are comprised of
individually cut-out full-figure silhouettes as well as the
cut-out accessories of domestic life, such as chairs, tables,
toys, and books.

T H E H I S T O R Y O F S I L H O U E T T E S2 2

There are many hypotheses about the historical prece-
dents of silhouettes. The profile images from ancient
Egypt on tomb walls and in Greece on vases are oft cited

silhouette sources. In the eighteenth century,
Neoclassicism had revived interest in this simplified form
of portraiture. In reaction to the excesses of the Baroque
and Rococo styles and spurred on by the discovery of
Pompeii and Herculaneum in 1748, the antique sensibili-
ties were a favorite during the late eighteenth and early
nineteenth centuries. The use of profiles on antique coins
and medals may also be a source. These influences can be
seen in the porcelain of Josiah Wedgwood, in Empire-style
dresses, in the architecture of John Nash and Robert
Smirke, and in painting and drawing by artists like Jean
Auguste Dominique Ingres. 

The aesthetic connection between things antique and
silhouettes is further solidified by an 1815-16 silhouette
cutting instruction book. The samples for copying found
in Introduction to the Art of Cutting Groups of Figures, Flowers,
Birds, &c. in Black Paper (London) very clearly draw from
the antique. The figures are clothed in Empire-style dress,
are posed in positions suggesting classical sculpture, and
have the accouterments of “ancient” life such as vases, dec-
orative columns, and empire furniture. 

The following Greek myth recounted by Pliny the
Elder also serves as a silhouette source.23 It is the story of
the Corinthian maid Dibutade who outlined her departing
lover’s shadow on the wall to preserve his image whilst he
was away. The maid’s father Butade filled the outline with
clay and fired it with the rest of his pots in order to com-
fort his lonely daughter—Pliny used the story to illustrate
the origins of clay modeling. By the eighteenth century,
the myth became popular as a depiction of the origins of
painting and the subject was depicted by such artists as
Joseph Wright of Derby, Joseph-Benoît Suvée, and Anne-
Louis Girodet de Roucy-Trioson. 

The years that this myth was popular, 1770s till 1820s,
coincided directly with the height of silhouette interest.
Reducing features to elegant “antique” outlines and simple
black shapes was very stylish. In an 1801 lecture at the
Royal Academy in London, the artist Henry Fuseli made
the connection between silhouettes and the Greek tale
clear when he declared: 

If ever legend deserved our belief, the amorous tale of the
Corinthian maid, who traced the shade of her departing
lover by the secret lamp, appeals to our sympathy. . . . the
first essays of the art [painting] were skiagrams, simple
outlines of a shade, similar to those which have been
introduced to vulgar use by the students and parasites of
Physiognomy, under the name Silhouettes.

26

Fuseli’s words point to another source of interest in sil-
houettes, the “science” of Physiognomy. Physiognomy was
first discussed in Johann Caspar Lavater’s 1770s treatise,
“Essay on Physiognomy, for the Promotion of the
Knowledge and the Love of Mankind.”2 5 L a v a t e r, a Zurich
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Fig. 3. Example of a cut-out silhouette. Samuel Metford
(United States, 1810-1890), Thomas Goddard (1765-1858). Cut-
out full-figure silhouette from matte black coated white wove
paper with graphite, opaque watercolor and white paper insert
(collar) mounted to a lithograph. Bequest of Maxim Karolik,
Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, 1964.1139.



evangelical minister, expounded the belief that moral and
spiritual character could be studied in the human face and
the most accurate vehicle for examining the countenance
was through the machine-traced silhouette.2 6 The first
American edition of Lavater’s treatise was published in
Boston in 1794. Six years later a celebrated abridgment was
printed, The Pocket La v a t e r. These publications helped
spread Lavater’s theories and, in turn, further popularized
the silhouette.

Silhouettes became popular for reasons beyond the
study of physiognomy. This form of portraiture held sig-
nificant advantages over others, the foremost being
expense. As opposed to portrait miniatures made with pre-
cious pigments on ivory or vellum and housed in expensive
cases, shades were often simply snipped from paper for a
few pennies. Another advantage was accuracy, which was
dependent, of course, on a skilled silhouettist or a reason-
ably adept snipper with a precise tracing machine. The
speed with which one could get a portrait taken was the
real clincher. Only one sitting was required, as compared to

numerous sittings needed for more complex forms of por-
traiture, and often the sitting was brief. The quickness of
the individual artist was occasionally featured in their
advertisements. For example, Sam Weller claimed that with
his “profeel machine” he could finish a portrait and frame
it, complete with a hanging hook, within two minutes and
fifteen seconds.27 Even the meticulous English artist John
Miers, whose silhouettes were delicately painted on plaster
or ivory, only required a three minute sitting.28 It is these
advantages that were improved upon by photography
which, not long after the public announcement of its
invention in 1839, dealt a deadly blow to silhouettes as the
portrait medium of choice.

Silhouettes were also readily available. In England, the
artists congregated at fashionable places such as London
and Bath, where “society” frequented. Like their English
counterparts, the American silhouettists, both the learned
and self-trained, gathered in summer resort areas such as
Gloucester and Newport, hoping to gain referrals from
their initial clients. Many itinerant silhouettists were able
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Fig. 4. Example of a conversation piece silhouette. Auguste Amant Constant Fidèle Edouart (France, 1789-1861), William Buckland and
his Wife and Son Frank, Examining Buckland's Natural History Collection, c. 1828-9. Cut-out full-figure silhouettes from matte black coated
white wove paper mounted to beige wove paper. Mary L. Smith Fund, Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, 1966.964.



in a number of ventures. Some were tinkers, peddlers,
or sign painters. For example, William King advertised as
a profilist and a provider of electric-shock treatment, the
latter service being rather popular at the time.2 9

Silhouettists often advertised in the local papers, staying
in populated areas for a few weeks or months before
moving on.3 0

The major silhouettists working in this country were
William James (“Master”) Hubard and Edouart, Ra p h a e l l e
Peale, Moses Williams, William Bache, Moses Chapman,
William Doyle, Henry Williams, William King, and
William Henry Brown. Silhouettes, first made in the 1760s
or 1770s, became very popular in the 1780s. By 1803, a
large number of both itinerant and stationary artists were
available to cut silhouettes all over the Eastern United
S t a t e s .3 1 In fact, prior to the arrival of Edouart in 1829,
there were already over forty artists cutting silhouettes,
some by hand and others with the help of a tracing device.
The craze died down after the first decade of the nine-
teenth century. Interest in silhouettes revived in the 1830s
and it may well be that Edouart was essential to this revi-
talization, as he cut portraits of some of the most
influential people of the time.32 However, the tradition of
silhouettes in this country was already well established. 

It has been suggested that the hollow-cut was both
developed and used exclusively in America.3 3 While it is
true more hollow-cuts were done in this country whereas
silhouettes were frequently painted or cut-out in England,
there was cross-over, especially with the small but signifi-
cant number of artists who worked in both countries. It is
also true that cut silhouettes (hollow-cut or cut-out) were
more popular in the nineteenth century whereas the ear-
lier silhouettes tended to be painted, often on ivory, and
clearly derived from the portrait miniature tradition, espe-
cially in England during the first two-thirds of the
Georgian Period. The subject of national styles of silhou-
ettes is significant and it deserves further study to
understand fully the overlaps, similarities, and distinctions.

Before discussing presentation, materials, and tech-
niques, a brief examination of the life and practices of the
best-known silhouettist introduces essential themes of this
research. The facts surrounding Edouart’s life are well
documented and need only be touched on here.34 He was
born in France in 1789. In 1814, Edouart went to England
to find employment. After making intricate pictures with
h a i r, he turned to silhouette cutting in 1826, after the
chance occurrence of discovering his talent for silhouette
cutting: Edouart apparently cut a silhouette to illustrate to
friends, enchanted by a machine-aided shade, that he
could hand-cut one superior to the clumsy specimen of
their admiration. Edouart enjoyed success in Great Britain
and he set sail for America in 1839 and remained for a
decade.

Edouart preferred to cut the whole figure because
through demeanor and dress, more of a likeness could be
captured. However, Edouart’s labels listed prices for bust
silhouettes so he must have cut them, though they are
much less common than his full-figure cut-outs.3 5 E d o u a r t
also often included personal affects such as a eyeglasses or
a cane to make the portrait a more personal depiction. He
often mounted his silhouettes on lithographed scenes
done by “artists (. . . not inferior ones).”3 6 Edouart was also
a meticulous record keeper, writing all of the information
five separate times on the back of the silhouettes, in his
records, and in the indexes to those records. He kept
duplicate books that contained every silhouette he cut—
like many artists, he folded the paper at least once, with
the black side in, before cutting so that two (or more if the
paper was folded more) silhouettes were produced. One
went to the customer and the second went into Edouart’s
duplicate album. During Edouart’s 1849 return to
England, there was a ship wreck in which the artist sur-
vived but many of these duplicate albums were lost. The
artist died in France in 1861.

Many sources state that Edouart simply looked at the
sitter and snipped away. In fact, Edouart drew his subjects
with graphite on the white side of the paper.37 Again, the
paper was folded so the black was on the inside which pro-
tected its delicate surface—it was also easier to draw on the
white side of paper than on the black side. Edouart often
painted the edge of his silhouettes with a black medium
that appears shinier and perhaps distinct from the medium
used to coat the paper. He did this to get rid of the dis-
tracting appearance of the white paper core. Though
Edouart thought little of “touching” up a silhouette with
decoration, he did it, not infrequently.3 8 He decorated
more often with chalk or graphite and less with a gold col-
orant. One finds the detailing much more frequently on
objects made after 1840, when the artist had to compete
with photography.39

S I L H O U E T T E P R E S E N TAT I O N

How were silhouettes presented and kept? Some were
kept in albums or scrapbooks. According to historian Anne
Verplanck, by 1700 the practice of keeping albums was
common and it continued into late eighteenth and early
nineteenth centuries. Albums started as signature books
which could contain pasted or pinned-in silhouettes and
slowly shifted into scrapbooks full of clippings, cuttings,
and the occasional silhouette. In this country, Ve r p l a n c k
found album compilation to be particularly popular among
the Quakers.40 At the time silhouettes were popular it was
certainly possible to acquire blank books commercially.
Silhouettists themselves kept albums as well. As men-
tioned, Edouart kept copies of his cut-outs in albums
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though he strongly advised his patrons to frame their sil-
houettes. He wrote:

The beauty of those Likenesses consists in preserving the
dead black, of which the paper is composed, and scratches,
rubs, or marks of fingers . . . take away a great deal. . . . I
advise those who wish to preserve the Likenesses to have
them framed as soon as possible (to avoid marring) for
those who put them in ScrapBooks, I must forewarn them,
it is a practice injurious to cuttings inas much as they are too
libel to be handled and even destroyed by the rubbing of
fingers.

41

Not all silhouettes ended up pinned into scrapbooks.
Because of their inexpensive nature, relative ease of acqui-
sition, and because a sitter often acquired more than one
portrait at a time, silhouettes could be given to someone as
a memento. For this purpose, silhouettes were kept loose
and later housed by the recipient in some fashion. Often
these loose silhouettes were slipped into the family bible or
a favorite book. As Edouart advised, many silhouettes were
framed and hung on the wall. It was often possible to pur-
chase the frame along with the silhouette at the time of the
sitting—often clients chose a reverse glass gold and black
painted mat as well.

Both William Henry Brown and Edouart mounted
many of their cut-out silhouettes onto lithographed back-
grounds. The scenes were of domestic, work, or scenic
outdoor spaces. In 1846, Brown published Portrait Gallery of
Distinguished American Citizens, a publication of twenty-six
of the most important of his sitters, including Daniel
Webster, Thomas Hart Benton, John Quincy Adams and
Andrew Jackson. E.B. and E.C. Kellogg of Hartford,
Connecticut, well-established lithographers who often
printed the backgrounds for Brown’s cut silhouettes, made
lithographs of the silhouettes for this book. Edouart
employed another well-known set of lithographers, Unkles
and Klason, to produce his backgrounds.4 2 Edouart also
hand-drew some of his mounts in styles similar to the
lithographs. Other artists such as Hubard and Jarvis
Hankes mounted their cut-outs to plain cards and then
connected the sitters firmly to the earth with a wash of
watercolor and even a watercolor cast shadow. Other types
of mounts encountered were embossed or decoratively
painted.

Fancier style silhouettes can be found. There are won-
derful images sculpted in wax or painted on ivory, card,
p l a s t e r, or glass. Silhouettes were painted on ivory and
housed in decorative miniature cases. These types of sil-
houettes were obviously much more labor-intensive and
expensive than paper silhouettes. Painted silhouettes deco-
rated jewelry, such as brooches and rings, and snuff boxes.
Silhouettes were also found on contemporary dishware and
on mourning cards.

M AT E R I A L S

The materials and technology of creating silhouettes
were extremely varied. The materials ranged from plain,
off-white wove paper from which a hollow-cut was fash-
ioned and mounted over a fabric scrap to the patented
portable Facietrace machine used by Rembrandt Peale to
trace profil e s .4 3 H o w e v e r, little is written about the historic
techniques. This may simply be because the general tech-
nology was relatively straight-forward and available to
anyone with a pair of embroidery scissors and a scrap of
paper. Research did reveal snippets of nineteenth-century
information and plenty of twentieth-century information
from which glimpses of earlier technology may be gleaned. 

PA P E R

The paper used to make cut-out silhouettes is relative-
ly thin and black on one side, white on the other. The black
colorant is usually a coating sitting on the surface of the
paper. The coating is relatively thick,44 matte, opaque, and
it appears somewhat dry, as if it is leanly bound. There are
very often small chunks of a black material which visually
looks like bone black—this was confirmed by analysis, as
described below.4 5 Occasional brush strokes can be seen on
many of the samples. While there is some variation in these
coatings from silhouette to silhouette, often papers used
by different artists appear very similar. That is, some papers
appear uniformly coated with the matte black medium in a
manner suggesting commercial production. It is important
to note that there are silhouettes cut from paper that
appears more crudely or differently colored and these
papers were probably coated by the artist.

Paper conservator Jane Smith Stewart undertook a
research project during a summer work project at the
National Portrait Gallery (NPG) to investigate the black
coated paper used by Edouart, paper which fell into the cat-
egory of possibly being commercially produced. Together
with Smithsonian Center for Materials Research scientist
Walter Hopwood, Stewart analyzed samples from three
Edouart cut-out silhouettes from the NPG’s collection.
The research revealed that the papers were coated with a
combination of pigments and binder. The pigments were a
mixture of bone black and Prussian blue with a binder of
silica and waxes, possibly paraffin and/or beeswax.
Parenthetically, the adhesive used to affix the cut-out sil-
houette to its secondary support was probably a gum
(arabic, ghattti, or tragacanth).46

This author had the occasion to show some of the
Y UAG silhouettes to Stewart. What was noted was that the
Y UAG Hubard Gallery and Edouart4 7 silhouettes appeared
very similar to each other and to the Edouart samples that
Stewart tested from the NPG. This past year, at the MFA B ,
five silhouettes with black papers that were visually similar
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to those used by Edouart were chosen for analytical test-
ing: four by the Hubard Gallery4 8 and one by Samuel
Metford.49 The reason for testing was to see if the papers
used by different artists contained the same components as
those found by Stewart. If so, this could strengthen the
case that some silhouette papers were produced commer-
cially, which might in turn be revealing about the market
and economics of silhouette cutting. That is, were enough
silhouettes being produced to justify a papermaker pro-
ducing this paper?

M FAB conservation scientists Richard Newman and
Michele Derrick and this author analyzed the coatings
from the five silhouettes using Fo u r i e r-Transform Infrared
Reflectography (FT-IR; see figure 6).50 The four coatings
from the Hubard Gallery contained bone black and all but
one had Prussian blue as well.5 1 The binders from the
Hubard Gallery silhouettes were more difficult to deter-
mine using FT-IR—some of the samples suggested wax
and others suggested protein.52 The Metford coating was
like the NPG examples in that it contained bone black,
Prussian blue and was possibly bound with wax. In three
of the five samples from the MFAB, gypsum, possibly
added as a cheap fil l e r, was also found. Stewart did not fin d
gypsum on the NPG examples, but she did find silica,
which we did not.

The components found did not differ greatly from
what Stewart discovered in the Edouarts from the NPG.
That is, the pigmentation was usually achieved by a mix-
ture of bone black and Prussian blue. However, there are
enough significant variations to suggest that no single
commercially produced paper was used by these profes-
sional silhouettists.

Documentary evidence for commercial silhouette paper
was also sought in the examination of trade catalogues at
the American Antiquarian Society, with particular atten-
tion being paid to stationer or artists’ material trade
catalogues from 1800-1875. While decorative papers, col-

ored tissue, and lightly tinted papers in colors like violet,
gray, and fawn were found, this sleuthing did not turn up
any appropriate silhouette papers.5 3 John Krill of the
Winterthur Museum kindly reviewed his research on
artists’ supplies done in England on the period 1840-1900
at the archives of Winsor and Newton and several London
museums. He also found no mention of such a paper. 

Complicating the situation is the fact that, as of yet, the
author has not found any mention of how to make or
acquire the black paper in the historic literature. If artists
were preparing the coating themselves using variations on
the bone black and Prussian blue recipe, why is there no
mention of this? In the earliest book found on the subject,
Introduction to the Art of Cutting Groups of Figures, Flowers,
Birds, &c. in Black Paper (1815-16), the author Barbara
Anne Townshend simply writes that one should use either
“thin black paper, either dyed or shiny according to taste.”5 4

Pa r e n t h e t i c a l l y, Townshend also writes that one should cut
from the white side of the paper, so she was referring to
coated rather than dyed paper. In the 1836 edition, the
author states, “the paper best calculated for this use is thin
black paper, either dyed black or glazed.”5 5 To w n s h e n d
goes on to provide detailed information about how to set
up compositions and how to cut figures versus flowers,
but the paper is mentioned as if acquiring it were no big-
ger problem than a walk to the local stationer’s.

The question of whether the paper was commercially
available remains for now unanswered, and with that ques-
tions about whether the popular art was indeed popular
enough to warrant commercial manufacture of paper for
its use. However, based on visual similarities between
papers, the absence of directions for coating paper in the
literature, the even and somewhat sophisticated appear-
ance of the coatings, and the wide range of paper products
available, it is probably that some black coated papers were
commercially available. These papers were used by some
of the silhouettists because their businesses were busy
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Fig. 6. FT-IR results from coated black paper analysis.



enough to be able to both afford and require such paper.
Conversely, some artists and many amateurs simply made
the coated paper themselves. 

Twentieth-century sources on silhouette paper revealed
that in 1938 one could acquire a silhouette paper called
“krome kote,” which usually had a white pre-gummed
verso for affixing the silhouette to a secondary support .5 6 A
number of modern sources referred to “surface paper”
which was described as thin, evenly black on one side and
white on the reverse.5 7 In 1953, Quimby suggested that
though requesting “silhouette paper” could get just a blank
stare from the clerk at the stationers, it did exist.58 One can
still get silhouette paper today. It is an American-made
product that comes from American Craftlines and is avail-
able through Dick Blick in packages of 25 sheets
(measuring 10" x 15"). The paper has a matte, rich black
surface on one side and is white on the other. Testing of
the paper revealed that it contains purified ground soft-
wood and alum, is slightly alkaline, and that the color is
not water soluble.59

The paper used for hollow-cuts was most often cream-
colored and wove, though laid paper was also used.
Watermarks, usually only partial because of the smallness of
the objects, are occasionally encountered. For example
from watermark evidence it is known that the Peale fami-
ly consistently used wove paper from the Thomas Amies
Mill on a Schuylkill River tributary.60 This author’s exam-
ination of eighty-nine hollow-cuts by William Chamberlin
revealed the use of many different papers; they were all
cream, but some were rough while others were smooth,
some were thin and others were substantially thicker.
Some, though not all, of the wove papers were machine-
made. From the fragmentary watermark evidence, it is also
clear that the papers were from numerous mills. 

Some hollow-cuts are made from laid paper. That laid
paper was sometimes used was somewhat surprising—one
might think that wove paper, readily available from the
1790s, would have been decidedly more desirable for its
more uniform, smooth texture that would have been less
distracting visually. However, the use of both laid and wove
paper simply reinforces that silhouette cutting was a com-
mon art; it was practiced by many different classes of people
with widely varying aesthetics and artistic concerns, access
to materials, seriousness of endeavor, and financial means.

The backings for hollow-cuts were usually black and
often from a household material such as a textile fragment
or a scrap of paper. It is common to find backings
unattached, that is, the hollow-cuts are simply laid on top
of the backings. Some paper backings were matte black
while others are very shiny. The occasional blue backing
was also found and encountered in the literature.61 It was
not unusual, as well, to find unbacked hollow-cuts that
have either been separated from their backings or were
never backed.

P I G M E N T S

Some of the dark-colored media used to decorate sil-
houettes, color a backing paper, or blacken a paper for
cut-outs were probably purchased while others appeared
to be home-made. References both to commercially- a v a i l-
able colorants and to recipes for making colorants were
found in the literature—overwhelmingly the colorants
referred to are either lamp black or India ink which are,
themselves, closely related as they both are made from car-
bon black.62 One early source, from 1814, recommends an
iron gall ink—“a sort of black ink fit for painting figures,
and to write upon stuffs, and linen, as well as on paper”
containing gall-nuts, white wine vinegar, and iron filings,
with or without gum arabic—but its use on silhouettes is
not common.6 3 As is more the norm, an 1835 encyclopedia
names India ink as the silhouette black of choice.6 4

Silhouette historian Neville Jackson stated that India ink
made with pine soot, beer or tallow smoke was used.6 5 Tw o
other authors suggested that a rich, velvety black was
obtainable by the same ingredients of beer mixed with
lamp black or soot.6 6 Vernay cited lamp black specifically as
the colorant used by an 1826 silhouettist.6 7 Prepared dry,
watercolors were certainly obtainable commercially from
the early eighteenth century,68 the cake form was available
by the late eighteenth century, and moist pan watercolors
were developed around 1815.6 9 As with the other materials,
it is reasonable to presume that while many nineteenth-
century silhouettists may have availed themselves of the
commercial products, others made the colorants them-
selves.

D E C O RAT I O N

Many silhouettes were enhanced by the addition of
gouache or ink to add details to the portrait such as eye-
lashes, hair ribbons, and shirt collars. From their
beginning, hollow-cuts were frequently detailed by inked-
in hair and eyelashes, for example. On the other hand,
cut-outs were more frequently decorated after 1840 in
order to compete with photography. Many artists decorat-
ed their silhouettes with graphite, ink, whites, (especially
for frilly collars), or gold color, the latter called “bronz-
i n g ”7 0 or “touching.”7 1 Sometimes the treatment of the
detailing is enough to secure an attribution—for example,
William Chamberlin’s hollow-cuts have a very consistent
and distinctive treatment of the shirt collar in ink. 

The media used for detailing are rather diverse. Whites
were described in the literature as being done in watercol-
or and sometimes more specifically in Chinese white,72 a
form of zinc white which was available commercially
around 1834.73 Stewart found the whites on the Edouarts
she analyzed to be an inorganic silicate like kaolin or talc
with traces of organic material, so clearly dry white media
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were also being used.7 4 The practice of doing accents in
gold was usually done in shell gold which is gold powder
mixed with gum arabic to form a watercolor and it has
been available since medieval times.7 5 Bronze powder may
have been used as well, though less frequently. Bronze
powder is a metal flake pigment made from numerous
copper alloys, the combinations of which give varying
tonalities of gold, which has been available for a long time,
but only cheaply from the 1860s, a date rather late for sil-
houettes.76

S C I SS O R S

Most of the many sources which mentioned specifics
about scissors were from this century. The one exception,
an early nineteenth-century book on black paper cutting,
stated that scissors must have long shanks with short, sharp
p o i n t s .7 7 The twentieth-century references stressed both
that the scissors be somewhat loose on the hinge to give
the cutter flexibility and dexterity to change direction with
ease78 and the importance of choosing good quality scis-
s o r s .7 9 Mention was also made of specially- c o n s t r u c t e d
silhouette scissors which were reportedly hard to acquire
in this country.8 0 Fiskars, a Finnish company which has
been making scissors since 1830, reported making special
order silhouette scissors from carbon steel on rare occa-
sions and general paper cutting scissors more regularly.81

Nel Laughon, a silhouette historian and modern-day prac-
t i t i o n e r, reported that scissors made specifically for
silhouette cutting were made in Germany. She also sug-
gested that there was little consistency as to the scissors
used because people used whatever was available to them.8 2

This is no doubt true for those who were not making sil-
houettes for profit—people picked up whatever they had at
hand. The professional artists, however, probably had sup-
plies devoted to their trade. The most likely scissors used
were those for needlework as these tended to be small and
sharp with long handles relative to the short tips, again for
ease of manipulation and for short, well controlled cuts.
Again and again in the literature, embroidery scissors are
mentioned and they were the known choice of Edouart.83

That knives were used to do some cutting is well estab-
lished.84 Coke, a silhouette historian, goes so far as to say
that the early work was done with a knife, rather than scis-
s o r s .8 5 Reference was also made to the use of a stiletto,
which is an awl or stylus, in combination with scissors.86

Needles were apparently also used for very fine work.8 7

While it is often possible to tell which side of the paper a
silhouette was cut from, based on the edge’s curl and com-
pression, it is more difficult to determine what tool was
used. In an experiment by the author, a knife and scissors
made clean, satisfactory cuts while a needle tended to drag
the paper causing a frayed edge, but perhaps the needles
used historically were more suited to the task. Examination

of some of the finest cutting on silhouettes of the period
does suggest a tool other than scissors must have been
used, simply based on the small scale of some details with-
in which it would have been very difficult to manipulate
even a pair of small scissors. It is highly likely that a small
knife or sharp needle was often employed, especially for
details.

T RAC I N G D E V I C E S

One of the most interesting parts of silhouette history
is the mechanical means of capturing a profile. The origi-
nal apparatus, developed in France by Gilles-Louis
Chrétien in 1786, was brought to this country in the 1790s
by a group of French émigrés.88 Many of the early tracers
were used for capturing a profile for small engravings or to
get the general countenance down prior to painting a
miniature. Saint-Mémin, for example, used a device called
a physionotrace for the tracing and reducing of a profil e
for portraits and very small engravings.89

The best known example of a tracing device was the
physiognotrace developed by John Isaac Hawkins.
Hawkins gave the device to Charles Willson Peale, along
with the Philadelphia rights to it, for promotional purpos-
es to be used in the Peale Museum.9 0 Peale, a man of many
talents and extraordinary energy, opened a museum in
Philadelphia in 1785, from which he hoped to fashion a
series of national museums for democratic education in
arts and sciences. The Philadelphia version was extremely
popular and well attended. By 1802, besides exhibiting
portraits of distinguished Americans, minerals, fossils, a
mastodon skeleton, wax figures of Indians, war equip-
ment, and anatomical deformities, there was Hawkins’s
physiognotrace at one end of the Long Gallery.9 1 G u e s t s
could help themselves and make their own hollow-cuts or
they could get assistance from Moses Williams, Peale’s ex-
slave. Eventually almost everyone wanted Williams to
make the silhouette for them, a service for which he
charged eight cents. It should be said that Charles Willson
Peale may never have traced or cut a silhouette himself,
but the family name (or “Peale Museum”) is generically
used as an attribution of these objects, as often the actual
cutter is not known.92

According to Peale, having one’s silhouette taken by the
device was the rage from 1802-1805 and it remained fash-
ionable through the first decade of the nineteenth
c e n t u r y.9 3 After that time, enthusiasm waned somewhat
though silhouettes made with tracing devices remained
moderately popular until supplanted by the camera in the
1840s.

John Hawkins’s machine differed from Chrétien’s and
others in that it traced around the actual face with a small
bar (an “index” made of brass) which was connected to a
pantograph that simultaneously reduced the silhouette to
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nearly two inches. Examination of a reproduction of the
physiognotrace revealed the opening where the paper fit in
was about 4" x 4".9 4 Evidence suggests that four hollow-
cuts were often done at one time by twice folding the
p a p e r.9 5 Peale explained the device in a letter to Thomas
Jefferson in January 1803:

The person to be traced, setting in a Chair, rests their head
on the concave part, & the hollow of the board below
imbraces the shoulder—The Physiognotrace is fixed to the
board, A at a, and in the center of the joint b, is a conic steel
point with a spring to press it against the paper. . . .This
index moving round to trace any subject that the edge is
kept too, as it moves, the steel point of the upper joint, gives
a diminished size a perfectly correct representation.96

Though Hawkins and the Peales tried to protect the
physiognotrace from being copied through patents, there
were many versions being used all over the East Coast,
some of which pre-dated Hawkins’s. Peter Benes writes,
“scores of portraitists, artists-entrepreneurs, and mechani-
cians rushed to take advantage of the popularity of cheap,
machine-made profiles.”9 7 Many contraptions were very
similar and could claim only fraudulent improvements
over Hawkins’s patented version, while others were truly
different. Some used optical projection, like the camera
obscura, to capture a profile on paper which, while being
traced, was reduced with an attached pantograph at the
same time. This had the advantage of not being “scraped
with the machine”98 as when the brass index of Hawkins’s
machine passed over one’s features. One such invention is
described below: 

The operator placed the sitter in a darkened room and
projected the profile against a paper-covered pane of glass
by means of a single light source positioned at the far end
of a five foot ‘trunk’ or box. The pantograph traced the
sitter’s shadow . . .the other end traced a smaller image on
a sheet of paper.99

Lavater, the physiognomist who preferred the anatom-
ical correctness of traced profiles, even developed a special
chair to hold sitters still while their shadows were traced.
Though physiognotrace was the commonly used term for
these tracing mechanisms, there were other names for the
various inventions, including the Ediograph, Limomachia,
Pasigraph, Prosopographus, Profilograph, Charles
S c h m a l c a l d e r’s Delinator, Copier, Pr o p o r t i o n o m e t e r1 0 0 a n d
William King’s “patent delineating pencil.”101

When examining hollow-cuts it is often possible to fin d
evidence of a tracing apparatus. Either a graphite or metal
tip was generally used and there are often areas around the
outline of the face where traces of graphite or the indent-
ed line from a stylus are visible. Since the profiles were cut

after tracing, often some or all evidence of the tracing tip
has been trimmed away. Also, since multiple hollow-cuts
were made at once, frequently it is only the top piece of
paper that bears the evidence. Hollow-cuts have another
characteristic that can reveal their traced roots: they tend to
be more generically and formulaically handled than other
silhouette types, something that becomes apparent after
looking at silhouettes even briefly. 

B L I N D S TA M P S, T RA D E L A B E L S, A N D F O R G E R I E S

The professional silhouettists like Edouart, Metford,
Hubard, and the Peales often employed a stamp or label to
identify their silhouettes. For example, the silhouettes cut
at the Peale museums or by one of the Peales traveling with
a physiognotrace were often stamped with one of three
blind stamps, the most common being “MUSEUM” (fig.
6). “PEALE’S MUSEUM” and “PEALE” were the other
stamps used, the former with an eagle with outspread
wings. 

Most of the time these stamps can be relied upon, but
like any artist’s signature or identifying mark, there are
those that are not what they purport to be. For example,
Yale has a hollow-cut bust silhouette on beige-colored
machine-made wove paper and backed with an
unattached black textile. The sitter is George
Washington.102 Underneath the bust, there is a blind
stamp of an eagle with out-stretched wings and the
words “PEALE’S MUSEUM” underneath. The hollow-
cut paper measures 5 7/8" x 5". This silhouette is a 1920s
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Fig. 6. Detail of hollow-cut silhouette showing "Museum" blind
stamp. Peale Museum, William Groth (?), Facing Le ft ( p r o p e r
right), c. 1802-10. Hollow-cut bust silhouette from beige wove
paper backed with black shiny wove paper (mounted in album of
silhouettes). Gift of Azita Bina-Seibel and Elmar W. Seibel,
Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, 1999.238.9.



forgery of which there are numerous examples, with
slight variations but sharing certain telling characteris-
t i c s .1 0 3 The silhouettes are almost twice as large as a
proper Peale silhouette and they share the stamp used
first legitimately by Rubens Peale in New York from
1 8 2 5 - 1 8 3 7 .1 0 4 The stamp was acquired in the 1920s by
New York antique-store owners Mr. and Mrs. Collins
and it is believed that the Collinses forged many
Washington hollow-cuts. The stamp’s placement on the
fakes is lower and because the silhouettes are bigger, the
stamp is smaller relative to the hollow-cut; on the
authentic silhouettes the stamp is as wide as the base of
the silhouette. The silhouette has other features that are
similar to other fakes and distinguish it from real “Pe a l e ”
silhouettes: the broadness of the cutting, the handling
of the queue ribbons, the straight nose, and the unde-
fined collar. That is, the cutting is less than delicate and
is more generic.1 0 5 Another reason for skepticism about
the Washington silhouettes is due to the variations seen
in the fakes; if the silhouettes were mass-produced for
sale at the Museum(s) as mementos of the Nation’s
f a t h e r, they would likely all be the same. Nor is the fact
that the figure is of national importance and the silhou-
ette is “by” a famous name insignificant. Only these
high-end fakes could command a price worth the effort
in such a “cheap” art. 

Some labels tell more than simply the artist, the loca-
tion and the price. Some, like those of Hubard are rather
enlightening. Consider these two: “Cut with common
Scissors, BY MASTER HUBARD, (aged 13 years)
Without Drawing or Machine”1 0 6 and “This curious and
much admired Art of cutting out Likenesses with com-
mon Scissors, (without drawing or machine) originated in
this Establishment, in 1822.”1 0 7 They remind the viewer
that the artist was a child prodigy and that he didn’t rely on
a machine to get his portraits. This latter point is an impor-
tant distinction. Many of the free-hand artists felt their
profiles were superior to and distinct from the hollow-cut
silhouettes done with a tracing device.

It is not simply that one must rely on labels and stamps
and the occasional signature to assign artists. When study-
ing silhouettes, there is definitely a style to certain artists
that becomes apparent the more one looks. For example,
Edouart left us many telltale signs of his work. The men
usually have slit button holes and cut away collars with a
piece of white paper inserted underneath. The figures’ feet
are usually long, thin, and dangling. As mentioned,
Chamberlin had a signature collar he both cut and then
drew on. Often the way the base of the bust of a hollow-
cut is handled can be a clue. Certain artists cut a small
notch in the bust or shaped it in a characteristic way. For all
the talk of the mass production or cheapness of this art,
many of the silhouettists, like any artist, had individual
s t y l e s . Still, there are thousands of silhouettes crafted by

now-anonymous people, perhaps the sitter’s sister, per-
haps a traveling profilist/sign and banner painter.

C O N C LU S I O N

Silhouettes played an important role in portraiture in
the United States in the last decades of the eighteenth cen-
tury through the mid-nineteenth century. They were an
economically reasonable alternative to portraits painted in
oil and portrait miniatures. For many, silhouettes were the
first type of portraiture available to them—the price was
within reach, the artists came to their areas, and the medi-
um was popular as well as fashionable. In many cases, the
silhouette remains as the sole portrait of an individual.

Silhouettes are still made today. Helen and Nel
Laughon from Virginia travel the East Coast to cut shades
at local craft fairs, historic homes, and museums. C a r o l
L e b e a u x does the same in New England and is part of a
four member group called S.C.O.N.E. (Silhouette Cutters
of New England). The silhouette also informs contempo-
rary art. Kara Wa l k e r, the celebrated young artist, has taken
the tradition of silhouette and has turned it on its head.
Whereas historic silhouettes were usually straight-forward
portraits, Walker uses the silhouetted image, either of cut
paper or by lithography, to illustrate multi-layered narra-
tives of slavery and race. Jin Lee, an Illinois artist, makes
photograms of silhouetted women’s heads which link
ideas about race, identity, and the associated assumptions
we make about people. Toby Kamps writes, “A l t h o u g h
Lee’s works are traditional in form, they also address a
thoroughly contemporary set of concerns. . . . Lee’s images
also allude to historical attempts to employ photography to
categorize, exoticize, or commodify individuals or groups
of people.”1 0 8 Silhouettes are no longer just a mode of ren-
dering a likeness. Rather, they are a living art in both the
popular culture of the quaint and in the more elite world
of art.
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